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ABSTRACT  
Terahertz (THz) quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) are compact sources of radiation in the 1–5 THz range with significant 
potential for applications in sensing and imaging. Laser feedback interferometry (LFI) with THz QCLs is a technique 
utilizing the sensitivity of the QCL to the radiation reflected back into the laser cavity from an external target. We will 
discuss modelling techniques and explore the applications of LFI in biological tissue imaging and will show that the 
confocal nature of the QCL in LFI systems, with their innate capacity for depth sectioning, makes them suitable for skin 
diagnostics with the well-known advantages of more conventional confocal microscopes. A demonstration of 
discrimination of neoplasia from healthy tissue using a THz, LFI-based system in the context of melanoma is presented 
using a transgenic mouse model. 
Keywords: Terahertz imaging; Laser feedback interferometry; Quantum cascade lasers; Tissue imaging. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade the quantum cascade laser (QCL) has established itself as one of the most promising radiation 
sources for imaging applications at terahertz (THz) frequencies within the 1–5 THz range. This is largely due to the 
ability of the THz QCL to generate high-power, coherent, continuous-wave (cw) emission with quantum noise-limited 
linewidths.1–8  This makes THz QCLs particularly suited to the development of interferometric THz sensing and imaging 
systems.9–11 
Due to the inherently low penetration depth of THz radiation in hydrated biological tissue, biological and particularly 
superficial skin imaging are applications to which THz frequency imaging is well suited.17–30  As such, imaging of 
superficial skin employing THz QCLs in confocal reflection-mode system geometry is an ideal application for the 
technique.31, 32 Laser feedback interferometry (LFI) with THz QCLs exploits the interferometric nature of optical 
feedback in a THz QCL to create a homodyning THz transceiver operating in confocal configuration.12  This results in a 
highly sensitive swept-frequency scheme for sensing, imaging, and materials analysis at THz frequencies.9,13–16  The 
frequency sweep required to create the LFI signal is commonly generated by modulating the laser current. 9,12
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Most THz LFI systems to date have employed THz QCLs operating in the cw regime at cryogenic temperatures. 
However, THz QCLs have been demonstrated with peak output powers in pulsed regime exceeding 1 W and operating at 
temperatures as high as 200 K.33, 34 Developing technologies and techniques for pulsed THz QCL LFI is therefore an 
important objective for elevated temperature applications. 
In this paper we introduce the concept of pulsed laser LFI whereby the frequency sweep is generated by the transient 
in laser temperature, not the current modulation.  To move towards a realization of pulsed THz LFI,35 we investigate the 
behavior of the pulsed THz QCL using reduced rate equation (RRE) models.36–39 This would enable higher-temperature 
applications in sensing, imaging, and materials analysis employing LFI using THz QCLs, thereby increasing the 
applicability of the approach. Moreover, many applications benefit from a wide frequency tuning range.40, 41 One way to 
achieve this with THz QCLs is through the use of a coupled-cavity (CC) device.39, 42–44 It is our view that pulsed 
operation together with the wide frequency tuning capability of CC THz QCLs will be instrumental in the next 
generation of LFI at THz frequencies.   
We show that both the temperature and the current modulation schemes can be used to create LFI interferograms; we 
then apply the latter to show the effectiveness of the technique by imaging fresh skin tissue from a transgenic mouse 
model of malignant melanoma. The Cdk4 R24C/R24C: Tyr- NRAS Q 61K model, in which malignant melanoma can be 
initiated and promoted by UV exposure, provides skin specimens densely populated with lesions progressing from 
dermal naevi to invasive cancer extending to deeper tissue. Typically, early stage lesions are not detectable in the visible 
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum when observed from the epidermis, but are detectable using LFI with a THz 
QCL.   
    The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.  In Section 2, we briefly review the basic structure and operating 
principles of LFI. In Section 3, we present a single-mode single-cavity THz QCL RRE model and explore its behavior 
under pulsed operation. In Section 4, we present calculated results obtained from our RRE model applied to a multi-
mode coupled-cavity THz QCL which operates in pulsed mode. In Section 5, we present an LFI experiment which uses 
the cw current modulation of a THz QCL for imaging melanoma lesions in the transgenic mouse model.  Results of the 
LFI imaging and correlated histology are then shown.  Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with a forward-looking 
discussion. 
2. SELF-MIXING PHENOMENON IN THZ QCLS 
The self-mixing (SM) phenomenon refers to the perturbation of laser operating parameters by emitted radiation that is 
retro-injected.45 This effect is remarkably universal, having been demonstrated at numerous wavelengths and with 
different device structures, including in THz QCLs.46–54  The SM effect, while regarded as a nuisance in 
telecommunications applications, has been harnessed for a range of sensing purposes, including the measurement of 
displacement, velocity, and fluid flow, as well as for imaging. 
 
Figure 1. Three mirror model for a laser under feedback. Light recirculates in the laser cavity between 
mirrors M0 and Ms — solid arrows in laser cavity of length L. Light exits through Ms, is reflected from the 
external target Mext, and is reinjected into the laser cavity — solid arrows in external cavity of length Lext. 
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     The basic structure and operating principles of a generic SM interferometer are shown in Fig. 1. The retro-injected 
light interferes (“mixes”) with the intra-cavity electric field, causing perturbations to the laser operating parameters such 
as the threshold gain, emitted power, lasing spectrum, and laser terminal voltage.12, 55–58  Whilst this optical feedback 
affects almost all laser parameters, the two that are most conveniently monitored are the emitted optical power and the 
voltage across the laser terminals. Of these, monitoring the laser terminal voltage is preferred as it obviates the need for 
an external THz detector.13 The small voltage variation (referred to as the “SM signal”) depends on both the amplitude 
and phase of the electric field of the reflected laser beam. 
     This configuration thus creates a compact, coherent sensor that can probe information about the external target, 
including its complex reflectivity. The coherent nature of an SM sensor provides very high detection sensitivity, 
potentially at the quantum noise limit, and therefore a high signal-to-noise ratio can be expected in the SM signal. In the 
case of THz QCLs, the lifetime of the upper state of the lasing transition is limited by elastic and inelastic scattering 
mechanisms to a few picoseconds,59,60 enabling response frequencies of this sensing scheme on the order of tens of 
GHz.61–64 
     In order to investigate the behavior SM signals from a pulsed THz QCL, we first present a realistic RRE model for a 
single-mode single-cavity THz QCL under optical feedback. This model permits us to realistically gauge SM signals 
resulting from thermally-induced frequency modulation. 
 
3. SINGLE-MODE SINGLE-CAVITY THZ QCL RRE MODEL 
In this section we use a realistic model36 of a single-mode, single cavity bound-to-continuum THz QCL, with the 
aim of illustrating SM signals65 obtained under low duty cycle pulsed excitation. The rate equations for this model, 
which include optical feedback and a thermal model,37 read as follows: 
 
 
     
     In material analysis applications,9, 16 the magnitude and phase of light reflected by the target material will be altered in 
a material-dependent manner. This magnitude and phase information can be extracted from the SM signal and used 
together with reference materials to compute the material’s complex reflectivity. 
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    We illustrate the effects of a magnitude and phase shift on the SM signal by simulating an LFI application with 
thermal modulation.38 For the purpose of the simulation, the external cavity length was set to L = 2.272 m, the cryostat’s 
cold finger temperature to T0 = 45 K, and the re-injection loss to ε = 0.005. The excitation current was a rectangular pulse 
of amplitude 510 mA and duration of 20 µs. Figure 2 shows the results. 
Trace (a) in Fig. 2 is the optical output power when no optical feedback is present, for reference. The decay 
characteristic visible in optical output power is due to increasing temperature caused by self-heating in the active region. 
When optical feedback is present [trace (b)], LFI fringes are visible in the response. Trace (b) shows optical output 
power when the reflectivity of the target is 0.7, giving an Acket’s characteristic parameter66, 67 value of C = 1.93, and no 
phase shift is introduced by the reflection. Self-mixing fringes caused by thermally-induced frequency change can be 
seen in this trace, with spacing that increases as the temperature and hence frequency change diminishes with time. 
When the reflectivity of the target is decreased to 0.3, the self-mixing signal [trace(c)] is seen to both diminish in 
amplitude and to have a slightly different shape. With target reflectivity as before (0.7), and introducing only a phase 
change of π/3 in the reflected light, the self-mixing fringes [trace (d)] are identical to those of trace (b), but are shifted on 
the time axis. Real materials would typically produce a combination of both effects, from which the complex reflectivity 
and hence refractive index may be extracted. 
  
To complement this single-mode single-cavity RRE model, we now discuss the results of an analogous RRE model for 
a multi-mode coupled-cavity THz QCL under optical feedback.
 
Figure 2. Self-mixing signals generated by LFI with thermal modulation. Trace (a) is a reference trace with 
no optical feedback present, and shows decay in optical output due to self-heating in the device. Trace (b) 
shows self-mixing fringes seen when target reflectivity R = 0.7 and trace (c) corresponds to R = 0.3. With 
reflectivity R = 0.7 and introducing a phase shift of π/3 in the reflected light, trace (d) is obtained. 
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4. MULTI-MODE COUPLED-CAVITY THZ QCL RRE MODEL 
 
Coupled-cavity (CC) THz QCLs can provide fast frequency tuning by control of the passive cavity current where 
localized electrical heating in an optically coupled passive cavity permits selection from and stepping through several 
discrete lasing modes. A CC THz QCL is composed of two cavities separated by an air gap, the active cavity is 
electrically driven above the lasing threshold while the passive cavity is operated below threshold to control the 
dominant mode of the device. Based on the scattering matrix method, the eigenmodes ωth,m may be calculated by the 
transmission coefficient of the device. The multi-mode emission power in the presence of optical feedback can be 
described by multi-mode RREs, which are an extension of those for single-mode QCLs based on a classical three-level 
QCL model.68, 69  
Figure 3 shows the simulation output for a CC THz QCL with an active cavity length of 1.5 mm, air gap length of 
13 µm, and passive cavity length of 1.582 mm. The passive cavity of the CC THz QCL was driven by a series of current 
pulses with three different amplitudes of 0 A, 1.4 A, and 2.15 A, all of duration of 20 µs and repetition rate 25 kHz. Near 
the end of each passive cavity pulse, the active cavity was simultaneously excited with a pulse of duration of 2 µs. 
Tuning of the passive cavity pulse amplitude results in numerically predicted laser emission at 2.794 THz, 2.766 THz, 
and 2.738 THz, respectively within the 2 µs during which the active pulse is applied. The amplitude of the active cavity 
drive current pulses were 510 mA, 520 mA, and 540 mA, respectively considering the threshold current for the emission 
of three different modes at 2.794 THz, 2.766 THz, and 2.738 THz are 0.46 mA, 0.47 mA, and 0.49 mA. The changes in 
active cavity lattice temperature induced by the three drive pulses are 4.86 K, 4.94 K, and 5.11 K, respectively. The 
resulting changes in emission frequency at the three different modes are about 243 MHz, 247 MHz, and 256 MHz, 
respectively. In the presence of optical feedback these frequency changes result in variations in optical power, indicated 
by solid lines in Fig. 3, which contain the high frequency component of the SM signal. The SM signals at 2.794 THz 
(mode 4), 2.766 THz (mode 3), and 2.738 THz (mode 2) are indicated by blue, green and orange lines, respectively. The 
output power without optical feedback is indicated by broken lines for reference.  
The calculations suggest that self-mixing signals at various frequency bands may be obtained by using thermal 
effects simultaneously in both cavities of CC THz QCLs, enabling THz sensing or imaging over a wider spectral range, 
therefore unique spectral features of a target under test within multiple frequency ranges can be obtained. 
 
 
Figure 3. Self-mixing response at three different frequency bands generated by LFI with thermal 
modulation in a coupled-cavity THz QCL. Blue, green, and orange solid curves indicate the output 
power at mode 4, 3, and 2, respectively with optical feedback when target reflectivity R = 0.7, and 
dashed lines indicate the cases without optical feedback. 
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5. MALIGNANT MELANOMA IMAGING IN MOUSE MODEL  
To illustrate the potential of LFI at THz frequencies in biological applications, we now present an experiment which 
seeks to image malignant melanoma precursor lesions in the mouse model, Cdk4 R24C/R24C: Tyr- NRAS Q 61K. At 
early stages, such lesions are not detectable in the visible spectrum.  With densities of many thousands of microscopic 
lesions per animal, 6mm diameter, full thickness skin biopsies are likely to contain stage 1 or 2 lesions.70 Fresh biopsies 
were taken from supplied tissue. Figure 4 shows the experimental setup.  
   Using the experimental apparatus described above, we performed tissue imaging of a fresh punch biopsy over a seven 
hour period from excision. Biopsy specimen was maintained in normal saline prior to, and during the scan procedure in a 
purpose built specimen holder and window. The first scan was performed at one hour post excision. In this experiment, a 
two-dimensional array of time-domain waveforms was acquired, with one waveform associated with each pixel in the 
image. Experimentally-acquired signals were treated as described in Ref. [9].   
 
    Biopsy tissue was fixed in 10% formalin solution immediately following scanning. Tissue was blocked, sectioned en 
face using 10 µm slice thickness. SOX10 stain71 was used as a melanocyte specific indicator to delineate the regions of 
the specimen with melanocyte involvement.   
 
   Three straightforward reductions were performed to derive a color-mapped image of the melanoma model specimen, 
and are shown in Fig. 5.   The first reduction, shown in C1, depicts the RMS value of the SM signal, and the second 
reduction, shown in C2, depicts the peak power in the FFT spectrum associated with the SM signal. Both of these 
reductions contain amplitude- like information. The third reduction, shown in C3, depicts the mean cross-correlation that 
each pixel has with its cardinal neighbors. Each reduction is presented for a series of seven hourly THz scans. 
 
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the setup used for tissue imaging experiment. The inset illustrates the 
exploded view of our tissue sample holder. 
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     Figure 6 (a) shows a photograph the murine tissue sample, (b) shows an en face section of SOX10 stained histology, 
and (c) depicts the cross-correlation that each pixel has with itself over the series of seven hourly THz scans. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Three sets of THz images where each row represents a scan performed at hourly intervals. C1: RMS. 
C2:FFT Peak Power. C3: Spatial Cross-correlation. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
Pulsed THz LFI techniques are a promising pathway to higher-temperature THz QCL imaging, long-range 
screening, and materials identification. In this work we demonstrated in simulation the pulsed operation of THz QCLs, 
using models for single-mode single-cavity and multi-mode coupled-cavity THz QCLs experiencing optical feedback.      
Moreover, we highlighted the potential of LFI at THz frequencies in biological applications, by presenting an LFI 
experiment with a THz QCL operating in cw, which images malignant melanoma precursor lesions in the transgenic 
mouse model. It remains a significant technological challenge to realize pulsed LFI systems in the laboratory. 
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